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PAT E N T S

The authors discuss the Supreme Court’s recent Alice and Mayo decisions in context with

a dissenting opinion by Federal Circuit Chief Judge Archer in Alappat, and they give prac-

titioners advice on handling Section 101 patent eligibility issues accordingly.

Supreme Court Continues to Build Out Its Framework for Patent Eligibility in
High-Tech and Life Sciences Sectors

BY BRUCE M. WEXLER AND MAX H. YUSEM

T wenty years ago, in In re Alappat,1 the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held that a math-
ematical transformation of data to be performed by

a general purpose computer was patent eligible under
35 U.S.C. § 101, reasoning simply that a computer is a
machine and a claim referring to a machine is patent
eligible.

On June 19, 2014, the Supreme Court unanimously
ruled in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank Int’l2 otherwise. The
Court reaffirmed that patents are not rewarded for the
discovery of a new idea, but instead requires ‘‘applica-
tion’’ of ideas. Patents claims directed to abstract ideas
are therefore invalid. The Court followed the reasoning
of its recent life-sciences ruling in Mayo Collaborative
Services v. Prometheus Laboratories, Inc.,3 in which it
held that laws of nature (in that case the meaning of
certain metabolite levels in a human body) are also pat-
ent ineligible.

In Alice, the Court discussed these concepts in terms
of an inventive ‘‘transformation’’ of a claimed idea or
natural principle into patent-eligible subject matter. The
Court also confirmed that the mere recitation of some
structure (e.g., a ‘‘computer’’) in a patent claim does not
render the claim per se eligible. The inquiry must run
deeper than that.

Interestingly, buried deep within Alappat was a dis-
sent by Chief Judge Glenn Archer containing reasoning
virtually identical to that in Alice v. CLS Bank and
Mayo v. Prometheus decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court almost two decades later.4

The fallout of Alice has already begun. The Supreme
Court summarily vacated a Federal Circuit case finding
patent eligibility, WildTangent, Inc. v. Ultramercial

1 33 F.3d 1526, 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 1545 (Fed. Cir. 1994) (48
PTCJ 309, 8/4/94).

2 No. 13-298, 2014 BL 170103, 110 U.S.P.Q.2d 1976 (U.S.,
June 19, 2014) (88 PTCJ 513, 6/20/14).

3 132 S. Ct. 1289, 2012 BL 66018, 101 U.S.P.Q.2d 1961
(2012) (83 PTCJ 727, 3/23/12).

4 See Alappat, 33 F.3d at 1551–69. See also Bruce Wexler
and Max Yusem, Prometheus—a new dawn for biotech pat-
ents, Intellectual Property Magazine 66 (Oct. 2012).
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LLC,5 and remanded for reconsideration in light of Al-
ice. The patents in Ultramercial involved the computer
implementation of viewing ads in order to access online
content, which the Federal Circuit originally found pat-
ent eligible because of the inclusion of additional limi-
tations such as limiting the transaction to a website and
offering access conditioned on viewing a sponsor mes-
sage. Below, we discuss the Alice opinion and offer
practical guidance for understanding and applying it.

Core Principles Driving Patent Eligibility
Determinations

Section 101 of the Patent Act allows patents to be
awarded for the ‘‘invention or discovery’’ of ‘‘any new
and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composi-
tion of matter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof,’’ subject further to the conditions and require-
ments of all the patent laws. Over 200 years of U.S. ju-
risprudence holds that the invention or discovery in
these categories must reside in the applications of ideas
and principles, rather than the discovery of ‘‘laws of na-
ture, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas’’ them-
selves. Notably, the bedrock principle that new ideas
and natural products are not themselves the subject of
patent law has never been abandoned.

Patent eligibility issues seem to arise more recently
(relative to the age of patent law) in computer-related
and biotechnology contexts because, in these areas, we
see information itself equated at times with structural
limitations. Distinguishing whether a patent is for a use-
ful application of an idea, or of an idea itself, depends
on the particular facts surrounding the subject matter at
issue, and is not subject to a set of rules based simply
on the area of technology. Indeed, this is a key take-
away message from Alice and Mayo. While the absence
of a bright line test can be unsettling, we believe that a
firm understanding of patent eligibility principles and
precedent, applied after a careful review of the particu-
lar subject matter in a given case, will enable strong ad-
vocacy and reasonable predictability.

Taking a step back, Section 101 patent eligibility is-
sues become significant in two related situations: (1)
the invention resides in the discovery of a law of nature
(e.g., a protein’s creation in the body) or an abstract
idea (e.g., a set of mathematical or business operations)
and that is what is claimed, or (2) the invention includes
the discovery of an application of a newly discovered
law of nature or idea and the patentee seeks broad ex-
clusivity by claiming as close as possible to the law or
idea itself. Supreme Court decisions of patent ineligibil-
ity such as Parker v. Flook6 and Gottschalk v. Benson7

provide examples of the former, while O’Reilly v.
Morse8 provides a classic example of the latter.

Important principles drive the denial of patent eligi-
bility in these situations. One principle is that patents

should not monopolize fundamental research, which
would thereby preempt others from making useful dis-
coveries within the broadly claimed field. The argu-
ments made involving this principle tend to focus on
whether there is some form of structural limitation in
the claim, which suggests that the claim does not in fact
preempt an idea disembodied from anything physical.

The second, at times murkier, principle, however, is
that patents should not be awarded where the invention
in fact resides in the discovery of a new natural law or
abstract idea and there is no substantial application of
that law or idea. This principle runs throughout Su-
preme Court precedent and is not necessarily satisfied
merely by the fortuity of structural limitations appear-
ing in the claims. For example, if the mere existence of
structure was dispositive, Mayo, Flook and Benson
would have come out the other way, and Diamond v.
Diehr9 would have been a much shorter opinion. This
philosophy is also why Justice Clarence Thomas’s opin-
ion in Alice could determine that all of the claims at is-
sue were ineligible, even though they mentioned struc-
ture (i.e., a general purpose computer).

In Alappat, Chief Judge Archer explained this second
principle of patent eligibility with an analogy to the dis-
covery of a new song. All would agree that music is not
the stuff of patent law. The abstract idea of music, how-
ever, could be claimed in the form of a ‘‘compact disc’’
(this was, after all, the 1990s), with the claim defining
the structure by referring generally to an arrangement
of pits in the plastic material in a manner so as to en-
code the song (including the musical composition itself
in the claim). The patent in such a case is not monopo-
lizing a pure idea (because the claim recites the struc-
ture of the disc) and the claimed disc structure of the
patent is novel (since the arrangements of pits defined
by the song is a new combination). Without Alice and
Mayo, that mention of structure could be enough for the
claim to pass through the Section 101 gate even though
the invention clearly resides in the discovery of the song
and not the structure present in the patent claims.

In this extreme scenario, the other patent laws could
be ineffective at preventing the claims to issue. For ex-
ample, novelty would not invalidate the claim because
the plastic structure as claimed did not previously exist
in that form (due to the novel arrangement of pits). Fur-
ther, patent law is not capable of judging musical com-
positions to be obvious or not over prior musical com-
positions. Since the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
and accused infringers must substantiate claims of ob-
viousness, the result could be the approval of a patent
for the discovery of a new song. Thus, Alice and Mayo
needed to emphasize the role of Section 101 to ensure
that patent-eligibility strictures were a hurdle in this
situation. This may be a very specific hypothetical, but
it is a good thought exercise for those who continue to
be troubled by the idea that patent eligibility does not
depend simply on whether or not a claim happens to re-
cite structure.

The Supreme Court in Alice has now affirmed Chief
Judge Archer’s mantra that a court must look past the
fact that a claim simply mentions structure to ensure a
patent is awarded for the application of a natural law or
abstract idea and not the law or idea itself. Instead,
courts must look to the totality of the claimed subject
matter and nature of the invention. The subject matter

5 No. 13-255 (U.S. June 30, 2014), vacating Ultramercial,
Inc. v. Hulu, LLC, 722 F.3d 1335, 2013 BL 164761, 107
U.S.P.Q.2d 1193 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (86 PTCJ 455, 6/28/13).

6 437 U.S. 584, 595-96, 198 U.S.P.Q. 193 (1978) (patent
claiming a method for adjusting alarm limits within a particu-
lar industry).

7 409 U.S. 63, 64, 71-73, 175 U.S.P.Q. 673 (1972) (patent
claiming a method for converting numbers from binary to deci-
mal).

8 56 U.S. 62 (1853) (patent claiming a method for sending
signals over long distances using electrical current). 9 450 U.S. 175, 595-96, 209 U.S.P.Q. 1 (1978).
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must be sufficiently directed to an invention residing in
the substantial application of a law or idea to pass
through the Section 101 gate. This ensures that the re-
maining provisions of patent law, particularly novelty
and nonobviousness, may be meaningfully applied. A
key to successful advocacy is to understand that a par-
ticular judge or patent examiner should be analyzing
claims with the above principles in mind. In fact, the
Supreme Court in Alice and Mayo, as well as Chief
Judge Archer in Alappat, specifically tailored their
opinions to address both of the principles discussed
above.

Patent Eligibility Under Alice and Mayo
The patents in Alice were directed to a trading plat-

form for minimizing risk in financial transactions by us-
ing a ‘‘trusted third party’’ to settle obligations between
two other parties. In other words, two parties agree to a
trade in the future, but, before one party receives pay-
ment, a third party makes sure the other party will also
receive payment. The patents claimed a method, a
computer-readable medium and a system for managing
financial risk this way. The patents at issue in Mayo, on
the other hand, were methods of determining the opti-
mal dose for a class of thiopurine drugs, claimed as cer-
tain concentrations of thiopurine metabolites beyond
certain thresholds indicating a correlation with positive
and negative treatment outcomes in patients with
Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis.

Following the framework established in Mayo, the
Court in Alice first asked the question: What does the
patent claim (and specification show) the invention is
for? Analytically, this requires identifying the laws or
ideas that the claimed invention encompasses. In Mayo,
the Court determined that the claims were drawn to an
underlying natural law determining the ‘‘relationship
. . . between concentrations of certain metabolites in the
blood and the likelihood that a dosage of a thiopurine
drug will prove ineffective or cause harm,’’ while in Al-
ice, the Court determined the claims at issue were
drawn to the abstract idea of intermediated settlement
to reduce risk in transactions, which was a ‘‘fundamen-
tal economic practice.’’10

When the claims are directed to a patent-ineligible
concept, Mayo and Alice require a determination of
whether the claims do ‘‘significantly more’’ than simply
describe these natural laws or abstract ideas and in-
struct the relevant group to ‘‘apply it.’’ This effectively
requires a limited dissection of the claim language to
ensure that limitations are substantive and not merely
routine, trivial or insignificant post-solution activity. In
Alappat, Chief Judge Archer advocated for a similar
step because, if the court ‘‘look[ed] only to whether the
claim reads on structure and ignor[ed] the claimed in-
vention, [it would] result in the awarding of patents for
discoveries well beyond the scope of the patent law.’’
After this limited dissection of the claim in Alice, the
Court determined that claiming an abstract idea and
adding the words ‘‘apply it with a computer’’ (i.e., a
generalized statement of structure) cannot impart pat-
ent eligibility, noting that ‘‘Mayo itself is instructive.’’11

Finally, per Mayo and Alice, the court should con-
sider the claim at issue as a whole to determine if the
limitations add anything to the abstract ideas or laws of

nature that were not already present when the claims
were considered separately. Chief Judge Archer’s dis-
sent in Alappat explained, similarly, that the Supreme
Court in Diamond v. Diehr found patent eligibility be-
cause the invention as a whole involved a novel applica-
tion of a natural law by creating a superior rubber prod-
uct. When the Court in Alice considered the steps of the
claim as a whole it found that they ‘‘add[ed] nothing
that is not already present when the steps are consid-
ered separately’’ because the claims simply recited the
concept of intermediated settlement as performed by a
generic computer and did not improve the functioning
of the computer itself or any other technology.12 By in-
corporating this final step in Alice, the Supreme Court
was both following precedent and leaving the door open
for new technology.

Concerns Regarding Proper Identification of an
Invention in Applying Patent Eligibility Principles

Many commentators have balked at the first inquiry
required by Mayo, followed in Alice and advocated by
Chief Judge Archer in Alappat: What is the invention?
It is true that the concept of ‘‘invention’’ is ethereal be-
cause all patentable inventions are born out of natural
laws or abstract ideas. As eloquently stated over 140
years ago by a renowned United States patent law com-
mentator:

[T]he whole of the act of invention . . . embraces more than
the new arrangement of particles of matter in new rela-
tions. The purpose of such new arrangements is to produce
some new effect or result, by calling into activity some la-
tent law, or force, or property, by means of which, in a new
application, the new effect or result may be accomplished.
In every form in which matter is used, in every production
of the ingenuity of man [or woman], he [or she] relies upon
the laws of nature and the properties of matter, and seeks
for new effects and results through their agency and aid.13

In other words, an ‘‘invention’’ can be thought of as
(1) some arrangement of ‘‘particles’’ (i.e., terms, struc-
tures, materials), (2) natural laws or abstract ideas that
are invoked when the ‘‘particles’’ are arranged, and (3)
useful effects achieved as a result of this arrangement.
Without necessarily identifying them as such, we fre-
quently can see courts discussing these elements (ar-
rangement of structure, natural laws and forces in-
voked by that arrangement, and results achieved) in
speaking about issues of patent eligibility.

Moreover, this fundamental principle is not unique to
patent law. For example, copyright law, authorized by
the same constitutional clause, allows protection of the
expression of an idea, but prohibits exclusive rights in
the idea itself. ‘‘Although [courts] find the task of dis-
tinguishing between idea and expression difficult and
somewhat imprecise they nevertheless continue to
make those important distinctions.’’14 This principle is
so important that the Supreme Court has even held that
states are preempted from enacting laws that would al-
low for the protection of ideas.15

10 No. 13-298, slip op. at 7-10.
11 Id. at 13.

12 Id. at 15.
13 Alappat, 33 F.3d at 1551-52 (Archer, CJ, dissenting)

(quoting G. Curtis, A Treatise on the Law of Patents for Useful
Inventions at xxiii-xxv (4th ed. 1873)).

14 Id. at 1554 n. 15.
15 In Bonito Boats v. Thunder Craft, for example, the Su-

preme Court invalidated a state law extending protection to
ideas, finding that it ‘‘conflicts with the strong federal policy
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The Court in Alice did not provide a clear delineation
because ‘‘it is impossible to generalize with bright line
rules the dividing line between what is in substance the
invention or discovery of a useful application within
§ 101 versus merely the discovery of an abstract idea or
law of nature or principle outside § 101.’’16 But it is now
clear this does not mean Section 101 can be minimized
in favor of other sections of the Patent Act. Instead,
courts must perform a fact-based analysis of the
claimed invention to determine exactly what the paten-
tee alleged to have invented and whether it was eligible
subject matter.

When considering Section 101 eligibility issues, one
should read a patent fully to understand what the pat-
entee purports to have invented. Thinking back to the
basic concept of invention, consider aspects relating to
the arrangements of ‘‘particles’’ (i.e., arrangements of
structure, materials, substances, etc.), how the natural
laws or abstract ideas operate on those ‘‘particles,’’ and
the operational effects achieved. Within each of these
considerations, look for subject matter to emphasize as
significant—beyond the natural laws or abstract ideas
themselves. Finally, consider the subject matter as a
whole. Of course the claim defines the metes and
bounds of the invention, but one should anticipate that
the patent specification will be fully read in determining
what that claim means. Alternatively, in the drafting
stage, the patent application should not only tout the
natural law itself, but also the totality of its useful appli-
cation through the arrangements of structure and op-
erational effects.

It is important to understand the natural laws or ab-
stract ideas present in the claimed invention. In this re-
gard, consider the spectrum of Supreme Court prec-
edent from Flook to Benson to Diehr.

In Flook, the claims simply instructed one to apply a
formula for calculating alarm limits to any relevant
alarm setting within a defined industry. Such applica-
tion was insufficient for patent eligibility, as it was in
Benson, because the patent effectively claimed the un-
derlying natural law or idea. Diehr provides an oppos-
ing bookend because the patent-in-suit claimed a
method to provide superior rubber products, rather
than just the underlying natural law. Thus, it is critical
that the limitations of the claims, taken as a whole,
bring forth an application that is of substance, rather
than adding trivial gloss to a patent actually seeking to
protect a natural law or abstract idea itself. The more
the patent is on the spectrum closer to Diehr, rather
than Flook, Benson, Mayo or Alice, the better, in terms
of eligibility.

Conclusion
The decision in Alice slots in with a long history of

preexisting Supreme Court case law concerning patent
eligibility, in both the life sciences and high-tech fields,
in a consistent manner to build out the framework for
analysis. While this decision addressed abstract eco-
nomic ideas, it is now clear that the mere recitation of
some structure in a patent claim is not the dispositive
test for patent eligibility, continuing the eligibility test
established in Mayo and advocated 20 years ago by
Chief Judge Archer in Alappat. The invention must re-
side in the application of ideas and principles, rather
than the laws of nature, natural phenomena or abstract
ideas themselves.

Although this can raise gray areas in particular cases,
arguments can no longer solely be about whether or not
structure appears in the patent claim. Lower courts, liti-
gators, patent prosecutors, patent owners and accused
infringers must now make sense of this complicated
area of law with a thorough understanding of the pat-
ented invention, the principles underlying Section 101
and relevant Supreme Court precedent.

favoring free competition in ideas which do not merit patent
protection.’’ 489 U.S. 141, 167, 9 U.S.P.Q.2d 1847 (1989).

16 Alappat, 33 F.3d at 1554 (Archer, CJ, dissenting).
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